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T H E  P Q  T E S T

1. Which smile is real?

 A B C D

2. Where is the best place to stand at a networking event?
A. Near the entrance to the event
B. At the food table so you can sit with people
C. Where people exit the bar
D. Next to someone you know
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3. What does this face mean?

A. Amused
B. Sad
C. Bored
D. Contemptuous

4. Which saying about people is most true?
A. “Opposites attract.”
B. “Birds of a feather flock together.”
C. “One bad apple spoils the bunch.”
D. “Never bite the hand that feeds you.”

5. How much of our personality comes from our genes?
A. Very little. Our personality is mostly formed by how we are 

raised.
B. 35 percent to 50 percent
C. 55 percent to 75 percent
D. A lot. Our personality is mostly formed by our genetics and DNA.

6. The best way to show someone you care about them is to:
A. Tell them all the reasons they are awesome
B. Get them a gift
C. Do their to‑do list for them
D. All of the above
E. It’s different for each person
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7. Which phrase corresponds best with this facial expression?

A. It smells weird in here.
B. This makes me angry.
C. I’m confused.
D. I’m afraid.

8. Which emoticon would best represent this face?

 A B C D
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9. If this man walked into your office, what would you guess about 
him? (Hint: Only one of these personality assessments is correct.)

A. He is an introvert.
B. He is an extrovert.
C. He is  laid‑  back.
D. He is quiet.

10. Our brains are most active when we are chatting about:
A. Our crush
B. The latest juicy gossip
C. Ourselves
D. The latest thriller
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11. What does this face mean?

A. Excitement
B. Giddiness
C. Interest
D. Surprise

12. In the average conversation, people typically hold eye contact 
what percent of the time in a conversation?
A. 31 percent
B. 51 percent
C. 61 percent
D. 91 percent

13. The best way to get someone on the same page as you is to:
A. Tell them a story
B. Pay them a compliment
C. Make them laugh
D. Say something surprising
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14. What does this face mean?

A. Surprise
B. Hatred
C. Fear
D. Confusion

15. Which of these habits tends to annoy people the most?
A. People who are too talkative
B. People who are too quiet
C. People who are fake
D. People who show off

16. People will pay more for something that:
A. Their friends have also bought
B. A doctor recommends
C. Matches their personality
D. They customized

17. When you first meet someone, you are LEAST likely to be able to 
accurately guess:
A. How extroverted they are
B. How much they worry
C. If they are open to new ideas
D. Their IQ
E. How organized they are
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18. The easiest way to know if your new colleague is neurotic is if they:
A. Put up inspirational posters
B. Show up early to every meeting on the first day
C. Introduce themselves to you immediately
D. Wait for you to introduce yourself

19. What does this face mean?

A. Embarrassment
B. Confusion
C. Irritation
D. Disgust

20. Making someone feel     is the best way to improve their  
mood.
A. Flattered
B. Attractive
C. Valued
D. Powerful
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Answer Key:
Whew! Now it’s time to check your answers. Go through and give yourself 
0 points for every wrong answer and 10 points for every right answer:

1. C    Points (Chapter 6)
2. C    Points (Chapter 1)
3. D    Points (Chapter 6)
4. B    Points (Chapter 5)
5. B    Points (Chapter 7)
6. E    Points (Chapter 8)
7. B    Points (Chapter 6)
8. D    Points (Chapter 6)
9. B    Points (Chapter 7)

10. C    Points (Chapter 4)
11. D    Points (Chapter 6)
12. C    Points (Chapter 2)
13. A    Points (Chapter 10)
14. C    Points (Chapter 6)
15. C    Points (Chapter 1)
16. D    Points (Chapter 11)
17. B    Points (Chapter 7)
18. A    Points (Chapter 7)
19. D    Points (Chapter 6)
20. C    Points (Chapter 9)

Add up the total to get:
Your PQ Score =    

Take note of this score. By the end of the book, we will blow it out of 
the water.

0 to 50 points
I’m so excited you’re here! Let me tell you, this is exactly where I was 

when I first started, and I couldn’t be more thrilled to start you on 
this adventure. Get ready, big change is a comin’.
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51 to 100 points
You got this. In fact, this is the range for most people. But you and I 

both know you are not average. You’re exceptional; it’s time to 
show it.

101 to 150 points
You’re well on your way. You already have good interpersonal intelli‑

gence, but good is never enough. Let’s make it great!

151 to 200 points
Well, well, well  smarty‑  pants. You’re a natural! Hey, if you’re already 

this good with people, imagine where this book can take you. Say 
it with me: “total world domination.”

Did some of these answers surprise you? They should!
We have not learned many of the fundamental forces that drive hu‑

man behavior. But don’t worry, I will explain the fascinating research 
behind each and every one in the chapters to come. 
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      A         B 

Can you guess which smile is real and which is the fake? Image A 
shows a fake smile, and Image B shows a genuine smile.

When participants looked at the real smiles, they felt a positive mood 
change. But when participants looked at the fake smiles, their mood re-
mained the same. (For more on how you can tell the diff erence, turn to 
Chapter 6.)

Faking it until you make it is not worth the eff ort. Happy people make 
us happy,8 but fake happy  people—  they are forgettable. Th e fi rst step in 
winning the social game is to control the situations you play in. Only in-
teract in places where you don’t have to fake it. No matter how many 
behavior hacks you learn, if you go to events that make you unhappy, 
it will be incredibly diffi  cult to increase your memorability.

When you feel great, other people pick up on it and want in on it. 
When you drag yourself to an event because you feel like you “should 
make an appearance,” you are the party pooper. And you smell up the 
event.

Th is is why you need to have a Social Game Plan.

Confi dence is contagious and so is lack of confi dence, and a 
customer will recognize both.

—  Vince Lombardi

9780399564482_Captivate_TX.indd   20 18/01/17   6:52 pm
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Now you know which invites to say yes to and which ones to skip. 
Put yourself in a position to be successful before you even  arrive.

You are much more likely to triumph with each of the behavior hacks 
if you try them at your thrive locations. And if you have to go to a neutral 
or survive event, no  worries—  the next two skills have you covered.

Skill #2: Work a Room
Before you go to an event, imagine drawing your social interactions on a 
map, from the door you enter through to the location of your fi rst conver-
sation to the location of your last. Many of us follow the same paths over 
and over again without even realizing it.

At the Science of People, we partner with event organizers who let us 
fi lm and track people’s movement through the venues. At each event, we 
assign every attendee a number and then observe his or her interaction 
patterns. At the end of the night, we count how many connections they 
made, ask them how many business cards they received, and look at their 
connections on LinkedIn. We have found that the most successful con-
nectors use specifi c patterns. In other words, this social map can be 
hacked.

Here is a map of a typical social event:
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Whether you’re at a networking event, holiday party, wedding, dinner 
at a friend’s house, or in a conference ballroom, most events have this 
basic setup. Th ere is a check-in area or a table to drop off  gifts. You can 
easily spot the bathroom and the bar or food area. Th ere are usually a few 
people you  recognize—  maybe colleagues, friends, or acquaintances 
gathered and already catching up. And of course, the host or boss is mill-
ing around the room.

Let’s reimagine Truman’s social map at the 1944 convention:

An audience sat before a big stage. Private meeting rooms were in 
the back.

Most of the candidates devoted their energies to getting onstage be-
fore roaming through the audience to do obligatory schmoozing. Th eir 
map looked like this:
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To be eff ective and win votes, the shy Truman had to avoid both the 
typically traversed path and his own personal traps. Th e Xs mark poten-
tial traps:

Truman did his networking at the end of a long hallway on the side of 
the stage and in the privacy of Room H. I call locations that work to our 
strengths social sweet spots. On the map, a star marks the sweet spot.
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 C O N T R O L  27

All Truman had to do was follow his sweet spots to work the room in 
his favor.

I want you to do the same thing. Let’s revisit the typical social map. I 
split every event up into three basic zones: the Start Zone, the Social Zone 
and the Side Zone.

Th e Start Zone is the starting point at all events. Emotionally, it’s the 
place where nerves are running highest. When people have just arrived, 
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 C O N T R O L  29

Here are the traps to avoid:

Th e Social Zone is where the magic happens. First, the best place to 
start working a room is right where people exit the bar. By the time 
they’re here, the emotional,  high-  anxiety feeling of the Start Zone will 
have died down. Drinks in hand, people are ready to mingle, if not des-
perate to have someone to talk to. You become their savior if you res-
cue them from drinking alone.

Th ere are two sweet spots on either end of the bar. At our networking 
events, we noticed the people who collected the most business cards 
and had the most connections on LinkedIn dominated these sweet spots 
(and never ran out of people to talk to). Your opening line can be contex-
tual: “How do you like the wine tonight?” Or just, “Hey, cheers! I’m 
 Vanessa . . .”

Th e other great sweet spot in the Social Zone is right near the host. 
Once you have your drink, you can continue to work the room by saying 
a brief hello and  thank-  you to the host. You can also ask them to intro-
duce you around before they carry on greeting people. You can say, 
“Th ank you so much for having me! Th is looks like a great group. Anyone 
I should meet?”

After they have introduced you, let them do their hosting duties, but 
if possible, stay in their line of sight. I do this when I don’t know many 

9780399564482_Captivate_TX.indd   29 18/01/17   6:52 pm
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people, because the host is more likely to see me while talking to some-
one and say, “Hey, you should meet my friend Vanessa. Vanessa, come 
over here!” Score!

While I don’t recommend standing around the food, hidden sweet 
spots are at the couches or bar tables where people are already eat-
ing.  They are often hoping for someone like you to set their plate 
down  beside theirs. Something like, “Hey, can I join you while you eat?” 
works well.

Bonus: If you are an introvert and don’t like big groups, I highly rec-
ommend being what I call a Grazer. Instead of hitting the buff et once for 
a heaping plate, go up fi rst for appetizers, again for the main course, and 
then again for seconds or dessert. Why? Th is is an easy way to take a 
break from a conversation or move to a new one-on-one.

I’m a Grazer myself. If I need a longer break, I’ll go to the bathroom 
and refi ll my drink, too. Conserving my social energy helps me have mul-
tiple quality conversations in one night.

In summary, work a room by hitting your social sweet spots and 
avoiding common traps. Th is map will help you optimize meeting people 
at events:

Don’t take my word for it. Next time you are at an event, pretend you 
are on our Science of People observation team. You’ll notice people mov-
ing in and out of traps and sweet spots:

9780399564482_Captivate_TX.indd   30 18/01/17   6:52 pm
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requirement line. Th en my parents left me to babysit my little sisters as 
the three of them went down the dark tunnel of excitement without us. I 
was stuck in the Tiki Room. Th e thrill of my day came when my youngest 
sister almost fl ew out of a spinning teacup because I dared her not to hold 
on (never, EVER tell Mom).

One glorious summer, the top of my pigtail reached that forbidding 
line. I strapped into my rocket car and gripped the sweaty safety bar. Th e 
next two minutes were life defi ning. Space Mountain blew my mind. All 
my life I had an inkling I had been missing out, but really I had no idea. 
Th e slow, monotonous humps of Dumbo the Flying Elephant did not even 
come close to comparing to the exhilarating dips and whirls of Space 
Mountain. Th e “speed” we reached on the Disneyland Railroad was 
laughable compared to the daredevil pace of a rocket! Th at day, my 
brother and I rode Space Mountain over and over again, and I swore I 
would never go back to the kiddie rides.

Th is is exactly how it works with conversations. For most of our lives, 
we chitchat on the kiddie ride. Our conversations aren’t memorable be-
cause we aren’t very stimulated or excited. Our energy level during most 
small talk looks something like this:

Th is is small talk. With no high peaks and no interesting hooks, our 
conversations come and  go—  we are lucky to remember our partner’s 
name, let alone what we talked about. I want to introduce the concept of 
Big Talk.

Big Talk is like Space Mountain. You start with anticipation and roll 
easily through the conversation, laughing and hitting highs as it gets bet-
ter and better. Our energy level looks like this:
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Like a great roller coaster, great conversations leave you feeling both 
exhilarated and hoping you’ll never have to experience small talk again.

Now, the death of small talk requires some eff ort. Like any good peo-
ple hack, Big Talk means skirting conversational norms, challenging 
chitchat status quo, and shirking social scripts. Roller coasters com-
mand a little extra height and so does Big Talk.

T H E  S CI EN CE  O F  S PA R K S

Th e reason why we love roller coasters is because of the peaks. Th e top of 
each summit gives us a rush as we await and enjoy the glee of the ride. Big 
Talk is marked by the same kind of emotional peaks. Th e best conversa-
tions have specifi c jolts of energy and  excitement—  I call these star mo-
ments “sparks.”

9780399564482_Captivate_TX.indd   55 18/01/17   6:52 pm
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Hi Hey Hello Holla HolaHowdyHow’s it
going

What’s
up

Yo

ƒ 2,312 1,880 1,627 209 990 740 381 367 212
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• Tells you, “Fascinating!” “Interesting,” or “Tell me more!”
• Raises their  eyebrows—  this is the universal signal of curiosity
• Says, “Ooohh” or “Aahh”
• Smiles and uses more animated gestures

When any of these engagement cues happen, you know that you have 
just sparked some dopamine and pushed a hot button.

Th is is what Jeff er Carrillo Toscano is looking for on his tours. He 
points things out or tells a story and looks to see if he has sparked any 
interest. If so, he goes into more detail.

You can fi nd  hot-  button issues by using sparkers that look for specifi c 
interests. In the set of studies by OkCupid I discussed earlier, their data 
scientists found that bringing up specifi c interests in direct messages 
also proved to be the most eff ective. Generic is boring. Th e more specifi c 
you can be, the more likely you are to fi nd a hot button.

Th e messages that were replied to the most contained words such as 
“metal,” “vegetarian,” and “zombie.” Why? One of these might be a hot 
button, but even if they aren’t, you at least have something to talk about.

Literature Grad 
school

Video
games

Physics Tattoo(s) Favorite
movies

Zombies Vegetarian Metal Band

9780399564482_Captivate_TX.indd   62 18/01/17   6:52 pm
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Th e most successful users actually pointed out potential  hot-  button 
issues. Th ey looked at a user’s profi le and guessed what might be a 
 dopamine-  worthy conversation sparker. “You mention,” “good taste” and 
“noticed that” all have great reply rates.

You can search for hot buttons in conversation. I bolded the potential 
hot buttons in these questions:

• You mentioned that you volunteer with Big  Brothers—  have you 
always done that?

• You asked for Argentinian  wine—  are you a wine affi  cionado?
• I noticed that your purse is  handwoven—  did you make it?
• I was curious about your  accent—  are you from here?
• I was just looking at your  bookshelf—  you have great taste in 

reading materials!
• Your name is  beautiful—  is it a family name?
• I saw you posted some great pictures of your new dog on 

 Facebook—  what made you decide to get a dog?
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D O N O T CLICK HERE

It is one of the most visited pages on my website simply because it says 
something diff erent. By the way, I reward clickers of that button with a 
video of cute baby animals.

Once I got a little more brave, I started to wonder if I could add con-
versational sparks to my elevator pitch to spice it up a little. My old pitch:

“I’m a writer.”
Boring! This is the equivalent of a panhandler asking for some 

 change—  you hear it, but it doesn’t really register. We have heard it before 
and we, sadly, pass right by. I decided to do my own version of the pan-
handling experiment. I came up with three versions of what I do and 
printed up business cards with a diff erent e-mail address for each one.

• I’m a writer.
• I write about people.
• I’m a professional people watcher.

Over the next few weeks when someone would ask, “What do you do?” 
I would try out a version and then give them the corresponding card if 
they asked for it. I began to track not only which cards I passed out the 
most, but also which e-mails got the highest contact rate.

I shouldn’t have been surprised to learn that “I’m a writer” did not get 
many card requests, nor did many people follow up with me after events; 
my “I’m a professional people watcher” elevator pitch got both laughs and 
card requests. I even began experimenting with putting unique images 
and content on my business card and found that those cards always got 
better feedback and won me more clients:
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highlighters. Th ey listen to learn more about a person, to remember what 
was said and then fi nd the important points to act upon.

So far, you’ve designed your Social Game Plan, leveraged the Triple 
Th reat, and sparked conversation. Now what? It’s time to hack the  art— 
 and  science—  of listening. You can do this by being a highlighter:

HACK #4: Highlighter
Bring out the best in people by highlighting their strengths.

When you know what to listen for, you know exactly how to respond. 
Highlighting is also a way of practicing more refreshing and honest in-
teractions. Highlighting is not about sugarcoating, it’s not about brown-
nosing, and it’s not about sucking up. It’s about honoring what you truly 
fi nd noteworthy and getting real conversations started.

Emily McDowell has made an entire business out of speaking truth by 
highlighting people.5 And, it happened by accident. In 2012, Emily had an 
idea for a diff erent kind of Valentine’s Day card. She wanted to help the 
people on Valentine’s Day who are dating but not offi  cially in a relationship.

So she printed up one hundred copies of this card at a local printer 
and put it up on Etsy in late January 2013. She called it “Th e Awkward 
Dating Card.”

9780399564482_Captivate_TX.indd   77 18/01/17   6:52 pm
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 I N T R I G U E  95

Step #2: Follow the Thread
Th e Th read Th eory is not about simply pointing out similarities; it is 
about exploring them. Once you have found a common thread, you can 
make it stronger by following it.

How do you follow a common thread? Easy. Ask for why.
Revolutionary Japanese inventor Sakichi Toyoda founded Toyota Mo-

tor Company in 1937. He is also known for his innovative managerial 
techniques, one of which is called the Five Whys.

Toyota employees use the Five Whys to problem solve and get to the 
bottom of issues. Th is technique is now used across industries to quickly 
and eff ectively fi nd solutions and root causes of problems. You might use 
the Five Whys to fi gure out why a colleague is late on a project:

1. Why? I couldn’t get the numbers on time.
2. Why? I didn’t know the right person to talk to.
3. Why? I have never worked with that department before.
4. Why? I usually go through my manager.
5. Why? Interdepartmental communications only go through 

managers, which causes a bottleneck. (Root cause)

Of course, in day-to-day conversations you can’t ask why over and 
over again, but you can get a conversation to go much deeper much 
faster if you use the spirit of the Five Whys.

When you fi nd a commonality, don’t let it pass by, ask the other person 
why it’s important to them. When you stumble upon a similarity, don’t 
jump to the next topic, take it a step further and fi nd out how they got 
started. If you hear a shared interest, don’t let it hang without comment; 
dig a little deeper.

Let’s say, through the Th read Th eory, you fi nd out the person you are 
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Every time you offer help, support, and advice, you create a 
deeper bond with someone and a permanent similarity.

Most of the time, opportunities to help people fi nd solutions come up 
organically. You hear someone has a need and know you can help. Here 
are some examples:

• Since you’re new in town, I can send you a list of my favorite local 
restaurants.

• I’m sure I know someone in that  industry—  connect with me on 
LinkedIn and I can introduce you.

• I frequently get extra tickets to the game; I’ll text you next 
time!

• It sounds like that is a real problem. Let’s set up a consult call and 
I can see if my company can help.

• Yeah, going vegan is so hard. I have a few recipes I can send you.

If nothing comes up during a conversation, you can also end with a 
tie. I typically end most of my great meetings with a single question:

Can I help you with anything?

Th is is my favorite Th read Th eory question. Not only does it give me a 
chance to create a tie, but also I usually end up learning something new 
about them. It’s a tiny hack that goes a long way.

In fact, every step of Th read Th eory is  others   oriented in that it helps 
people untangle their own bundles of thoughts. For example, going 
through the Five Whys with a friend can help them fi gure out why things 
aren’t working at their job. Following a thread with a partner could help 
you both fi gure out vacation plans.

Remember: Since step three of the Th read Th eory is optional, you 
actually have to mean it when you use it. Don’t off er help you can’t give. 
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High: Enjoys novelty, change, and adventure.
Low: Savors traditions, routines, and habits.

Conscientiousness: Th is trait describes your approach to getting things 
done. It measures your  self-  discipline, organization, and reliability.
High: Loves to-do lists, organization, and schedules. Enjoys dig-

ging into the details and making things “perfect.”
Low: Typically prefers big ideas and strategy. Might fi nd lists and 

schedules stifl ing and overwhelming.

Extraversion: Th is trait describes how you approach people. Do you 
get energy from social situations, or do they drain you? Th is prob-
ably aff ects your talkativeness and optimism.
High: Gets energy from being with people. Tends to be cheerful 

and seeks out social time.
Low: Craves alone time and fi nds being with people draining.

Agreeableness: Th is trait describes how you approach cooperation 
and working with others. It also speaks to how empathetic and 
quick to forgive you are, and how much attention you pay to the 
mental states of others.
High: Easy to get along with, very empathetic, and enjoys caring 

for others.
Low: More analytical, practical, and  skeptical—  prefers to keep 

emotions out of decisions.

Neuroticism: Th is trait describes how you approach worry. It also ex-
plains how emotionally reactive you are to your environment.
High: Tends to be a worrier. Frequently experiences mood swings.
Low: Typically calm, stable, and has 

very little mood fl uctuation.

Th ese traits gave me a starting point. I 
began to “solve” each of the important peo-
ple in my life by looking at their behavioral 
patterns. For fun, I created small ciphers 
for each person, like this:

Th en I would guess, based on their choices, 

O

N C

EA
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O

N C

EA

Boss

attitudes, and behaviors, where they fell in 
each category. Here was one I made for my 
boss at the time:

I came to call each of these little ciphers 
a matrix. After a few weeks of making a 
matrix for everyone in my life, something 
interesting happened. I noticed that many 
of my relationships and conversations were 
beginning to change.

First, my conversations were f lowing much more smoothly. I fi-
nally had a guide for easy  banter—  I just asked people questions that 
helped me solve their matrix. For example, I was no longer anxious 
when I ran into my boss in the break room. When trying to fi gure out if 
he was high open (likes trying new things), I asked about his most 
 recent vacations and then his career path. Th is led to a great rapport, 
and, eventually, his asking me to grab lunch “to continue this great con-
versation.”

Second, I was arriving at a much deeper and more accurate 
 understanding of the people in my life. Once I learned my boss was a 
low extrovert (preferred to work and brainstorm alone), I got in the habit 
of sending him my ideas before our offi  ce meetings so he could re-
view them on his own  time—  he always got back to me fi rst and priori-
tized my ideas.

Finally, I was getting faster at decoding new personalities. After only 
a few minutes of chitchat, I could guess how someone would rank. When 
I met my boss’s wife, I was able to instantly connect with her by asking 
about her favorite restaurants. Her answer helped me predict which top-
ics of conversation she might enjoy most, leading to a lively discussion 
over drinks.

Without realizing it, I was following Nicolosi’s guide to fi guring peo-
ple out. I was asking purposeful questions. I was listening and watching 
for behavioral clues. Th en, I was using their individual cipher, or person-
ality matrix, to predict and optimize for their behavior.

Th is led me to one of my most powerful people hacks:  speed-  reading. 
Before you learn to master it yourself, let’s talk about where personality 
comes from.
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We have had over 18,000 people take our personality test in our lab. Of 
all  of the people hacks I teach, this is the one I get the most excited 
e-mails about.

 Speed-  reading is a relationship game changer. When used correctly, it 
clears up miscommunications, prevents arguments, spices up chitchat, 
and accelerates bonding.

While  speed-  reading is one of my most powerful hacks, it is also 
extremely advanced. If you have to read this section a few times, do it. 
If this hack takes you a little longer than others, embrace it. If it’s a little 
out of your comfort zone, do a little energizing jig and keep moving for-
ward. I promise, it will change your relationships.

Step #1: You
Decoding your own matrix is the fi rst step to  speed-  reading.

Based on your scores earlier in this chapter, fi ll out the blank matrix 
below. Put a down arrow next to the traits you rank low in, an up arrow 
in the traits you rank high in, and an equal sign on the traits where you 
fall in the middle.

Special Note: Some people fi nd their personality traits are slightly 
diff erent personally or professionally. If this is you, feel free to mark these 
two areas of your life in separate colors.

Here is my matrix and explanations to give you an idea of how  self- 
 decoding works. Put your answers next to mine.

My matrix was almost the opposite of 
my intern Eva’s. Th is is one reason we had 
such a hard time getting along. I tried to 
impose my personality onto  her—  and that 
never works out well:

• I am high open, so I’m incredibly curi-
ous and love experimenting. I as-
sumed Eva would also like being 
assigned fun new tasks at work and 
learning new skills. I picked her projects based on what I would 
have wanted, not what she would have wanted.

• I am high conscientious so I love details, plans, and to-do lists. I 
kept sending Eva more details in the hope they’d reassure and 
guide her.

O

N C

E=A=

Me
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• I am a high neurotic, so I’m overly eager to make sure everyone on 
my team is happy. I was constantly checking in on  Eva—  which 
made her feel pressured.

• I am medium agreeable and medium extraversion, so I like working 
with people in the right  circumstances—  or in my thrive locations. 
I did not take Eva’s into account.

Th is approach didn’t  work—  in fact, it was a selfi sh way to inter-
act.    I was seeing Eva through my personality instead of optimizing 
for hers.

Step #2: Them
I realized a little too late that I was not using Eva’s matrix. Upon re-

ceiving her e-mail, I quickly pulled out a sheet of paper to decode her 
 personality—  which I should have done 
when I fi rst hired her.

• Eva is low open, so she was over-
whelmed by my f lood of suggested 
projects.

• Eva is low conscientiousness, so my 
long, detailed e-mails intimidated her. 
She did not know how to  start—  so she 
didn’t start at all.

• Eva is highly agreeable, so she said yes to all my questions and 
projects, even though they scared her a bit. She was afraid to mess 
up the team fl ow or disappoint me, but wasn’t sure how to make 
it work.

• Eva is a low extrovert, so pairing her with a mentor and putting 
her on a team of three new interns thrust her into a survive sce-
nario. Worse yet, she was uncomfortable asking for help.

• Eva is a medium neurotic, so she had trouble understanding my 
worry and got a little frustrated with my constant  check-  ins.

Finally, her behavior and the failures in productivity made sense! 
Looking at her matrix next to mine not only cleared up previous misfi res, 
but also let me know what steps to take next.

O

N= C

EA

Intern
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the research. Can you match the descriptions to the correct row? Th e im-
ages are computer generated, but they’re representative of what each 
personality trait tends to look like.

  Introverted to Extroverted
  Unreliable to Trustworthy
  Incompetent to Competent
  Nondominant to Dominant

Answer Key:
 C  Introverted to Extroverted
 D  Unreliable to Trustworthy
 A  Incompetent to Competent
 B  Nondominant to Dominant

Somehow our brains recognize the “look” of a trait. Some studies in-
dicate that we can subconsciously draw conclusions about personality 
based on face shape and bone structure. So here’s what you do when you 
fi rst meet someone:
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• Low: A low neurotic isn’t as concerned with  what-  ifs, so bringing 
them up could worry them unnecessarily. Within reason, they 
will take your word for it. So do your due dilligence, mention you 
did your due dilligence, and leave it at that.

 ■ Personal: “I’ve thought long and hard about it and I’m sure we 
should move. If you’re on board, I’ll talk to the Realtor and keep 
you informed on my progress.”

 ■ Professional: “We also know that unexpected snags are a pos-
sibility, and our staff  is well equipped to handle any hiccups. I 
can assure you of that.”

Diff erent personalities require drastically diff erent  approaches—  and 
this is a good thing! When you cater to people’s unspoken preferences, 
you put yourself way ahead of the curve.

 Speed-  Reading Challenge
Like learning to read, learning to  speed-  read doesn’t happen overnight. 
Th e best way to get good is to practice with people you know and always 
review past experiences.

Go through the following challenge. If you forget a trait, use the Per-
sonality Cheat Sheet in our Digital Bonuses.

• Start identifying the personality traits of people in your life by 
putting an equal sign or up or down arrow in each column below. 
Leave the space blank if you aren’t sure.

• Highlight or circle the traits where you match.
• Name some of your relationship or communication challenges. 

Are they related to personality diff erences?
• Can you optimize or compromise on any of these issues?

O C E A N

What are your 
biggest 
challenges?

Optimize or 
compromise?

Your Riser

Your Target

Your Best Friend
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O C E A N

What are your 
biggest 
challenges?

Optimize or 
compromise?

Your Partner (or a 
previous partner)

Your Boss (or a 
previous boss)

Your Colleague

Your Parent

As you complete the challenge for people in your life, you might notice 
some interesting patterns.

• Geography: Depending on where you’re located, you might no-
tice a high concentration of traits or personality patterns. Since a 
large part of personality is genetic, we see blooms of traits in cer-
tain areas. We also know that culture exerts a strong infl uence on 
traits. For example, Southern California and New York City are 
hubs of entrepreneurship, adventure, and living in the moment. 
Not surprisingly, more high open people live in these areas. Th ese 
areas also attract more high open people to them.

•  Self-  Selection: I tend to get along better with high conscientious 
friends because they show up on time and are easier to plan with. In 
this way, I  self-  select my friends and favor certain personality types. 
You, your boss, and your friends might have similar personality types 
because that helps you get along and understand each other. Don’t be 
surprised if the important people in your life have similar matrices.

• Workplace Culture: When I was giving a presentation at Intel, 
an audience participant noted that Intel attracts and hires people 
with similar personality  traits—  typically high conscientious in-
troverts. Certain corporations can attract a specifi c mix of per-
sonality types. A creative agency might hire high open, high 
extrovert Mad Men types, whereas a highly technical boss might 
hire and retain highly conscientious and highly agreeable em-
ployees. Your workplace might have people with similar matrices 
because they have either been hired by the same person or your 
corporate culture attracts a certain kind of individual.
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Deciphering matrices is an enjoyable process. In the words of Richard 
Nicolosi, “I discovered that my real love was not marketing, but getting a 
visceral sense of who people are and what they want and why. It became 
my passion to get into other people’s  mind-  set.” Now it’s time for you to 
hack into other people’s  mind-  sets to help  them—  and  you—  succeed.

CH A L L EN G E S

1. Take the offi  cial personality test at our website to make sure 
your matrix is accurate. Get it at www.ScienceofPeople.com/ 
toolbox.

Extroverted People

Neurotic People

Agreeable People

Conscientious People

Open to Experience People

Data from: Jason Rentfrow, 
Sam Gosling, and Jeff Porter.
Analysis: Kevin Stolarick
Map by Ryan Morris

www. WhosYourCity.com
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While fi lming my Master Your People Skills course, I had our studio au-
dience members write love letters to someone important to them. As always 
with most of my activities, there was a catch. I told the students they had to 
write the letter with their  non  dominant hand. In a matter of minutes, all of 
the students were moaning of hand cramps and their letters were barely 
legible. Asking someone to use their nonnatural appreciation language 
is like asking someone to write with their nondominant  hand—  it’s dif-
fi cult, sloppy, and frequently causes misunderstandings.

Until you learn how to hack the appreciation languages.

Next to physical survival, the greatest need of a human being 
is psychological  survival—  to be understood, to be affi  rmed, 
to be validated, to be appreciated.

—  Stephen Covey

T H E  A PPR ECI AT I O N  M AT R I X

After a few years of using the matrix for personality traits, I found there 
was something missing. Solving someone’s fi ve personality traits could 
only get me so far. I defi nitely could better understand and predict behav-
ior, and casual conversations were easier, but it didn’t help with some of 
the deeper parts of connection.

When I found Dr. Chapman and Dr. White’s fi ve appreciation lan-
guages, it clicked. Th e matrix isn’t a key to accessing a single piece of in-
formation; it is more like an onion. Like an 
onion, each layer you uncover about some-
one reveals something new about how they 
operate.

Th e fi rst layer, as we already learned, is 
how someone falls on each of the fi ve person-
ality traits. Th e second layer is how someone 
expresses appreciation, and how they feel it.

#1: You
Dr. Chapman found that most people have a primary and a secondary 
appreciation language. Before I give you the offi  cial quiz, think about 
your answers to these questions:

O

N C

EA
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Answer Key:
Words of Affi  rmation: 1 and 6
Physical Touch: 2 and 7
Quality Time: 3 and 8
Acts of Service: 4 and 9
Gifts: 5 and 10
Your primary appreciation is:  
Your secondary appreciation is:  

You can write these into your matrix along with your personality 
rankings. I like to put the primary language on the top part of the circle 
and the secondary language on the bottom half.

O

N C

EA
words of affirmation

O

N C

EA

      acts of service     

Vanessa’s Matrix My Matrix

Th is information is not to be taken lightly. It has a huge impact on 
your overall happiness. When you know your appreciation language, you 
are able to:

• Know What to Ask For: Your partner cannot read your mind. 
Neither can your boss, your friends, or your colleagues. Under-
standing your love language can help you know what to ask for 
when you need support. If your  language is Words of Affi  rmation, 
you can ask your boss for more verbal  feedback and plan catch-up 
meetings at the end of long weeks. If your language is Quality 
Time, you know that  long-  distance relationships or working vir-
tually might not be a good choice for you. Set the people in your 
life up for success by telling them how you best feel appreciated 
by them.
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“Yes!” he replied. “A girl traded me two  fi ve-  hundred-  dollar 
kitties.” 7

Th is parable demonstrates that value is in the eye of the beholder.
We typically think of valuable assets in terms of their monetary 

value,  but there are other, more subjective currencies. To the little 
boy,  two  fi ve-  hundred-  dollar kitties were much more valuable than 
ten  hundred-  dollar bills. Which leads me to this simple and intuitive 
hack: When you know what drives someone, interactions become much 
easier.

Each of us is oriented toward one of the six categories of resources. I 
call this a primary value, and it is the last layer of the matrix.

HACK #9: Primary Value
Th e underlying motivation that drives a person’s decisions, 

actions, and desires.

O

N C

EA

      acts of service     

words of affirmation

         love         
information

O

N C

EA

Vanessa’s Matrix My Matrix

Level One: Do they rank high or low in the fi ve personality traits?
Level Two: Which of the fi ve appreciation languages do they speak?
Level Th ree: Which primary value language drives them?
When you can answer each of these questions, you have “unlocked” 

someone’s cipher. I have one of these for every person in my  life—  and 
most of them have one for me as well. Th ese matrices are like Cliff s-
Notes to relationships. Th ey give you an instant, accurate snapshot 
of a person to guide your interactions.

Now, let’s learn how to solve the last level.
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FI N D I N G  PR I M A RY  VA LU E S

A few years ago, I was conducting an experiment in our lab called Fifty 
Shades of Awkward. I was hoping to research where, why, and how awk-
wardness is caused in our social interactions.

Th e setup was simple. We recruited one hundred  participants—  fi fty 
men and fi fty women from all over the country and of varying  ages—  to 
keep “social diaries.” For seven days, the participants jotted down brief 
summaries of their social interactions in a simple chart:

Event + = – Description

We wanted the diaries to be done on the go, so they had only enough 
room for essential pieces of information. In the fi rst column, participants 
entered a brief description of the event. We wanted to know if it was ro-
mantic, professional, familial, or social. Th e second column asked for a 
single symbol:

“+” means it was an overall good experience.
“=“ means it was only ok.
“-” means it was an overall negative experience.
Th e fi nal column, “Description,” recorded the feelings that popped up 

during interactions. A participant might write, “Fun! Met lots of people” 
or “Super awkward, didn’t know anyone.”

At the end of the seven days, our researchers coded the diaries for pat-
terns. We were looking for syntax changes, feeling repetitions, and word 
usage after each type of event. We then compared these notes to each 
participant’s Big Five personality traits.

It was quite easy to predict extraversion, agreeableness, conscien-
tiousness, and neuroticism based on a participant’s notes. Openness was 
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the only pesky one we found harder to detect. But the most interesting 
part of this experiment was the discovery of people’s primary values.

Until this experiment, my matrix had only two  layers—  personality 
and appreciation language. Th is research added the fi nal layer. We no-
ticed that each person’s notes focused on one resource, whether to com-
plain about its absence or to extol its presence. It was as if participants 
were looking to gain something from each of their social interactions. If 
they got it, it was a positive interaction. If they didn’t get it, it was a nega-
tive interaction.

For example, here’s a snippet from one of our participants, who we’ll 
call Subject 57:

Event + = – Description

Coff ee meeting with colleague + Laughed until my face hurt. She is hilarious!

First date – Such a drag! He was so boring. Conversation 
was painful.

Leadership workshop = Interesting to do the team activities, but not 
sure how relevant the tips were.

Can you guess Subject 57’s primary value? What is this person looking 
for in these interactions? Subject 57’s primary value is Information. She 
wanted to be entertained, taught, and informed by her interactions.

Each of us want all of the resources on some level, but we tend to have 
a primary choice. All of us have a cherished need that we are looking 
to fi ll during interactions.

#1: You
Have you ever played Super Mario Bros.? According to my nonscientifi c, 
completely personal,  emotion-  based  fact-  fi nding mission, this is the best 
video game of all time.

In it, Mario runs, fl ies, and leaps through the Mushroom Kingdom 
to rescue Princess Toadstool from the enemy known as Bowser. Mario 
has to collect coins, special bricks, and rare items throughout each level. 
Coins make him richer. Red and yellow Super Mushrooms make him big-
ger. Some secret bricks give him special powers. Fireballs protect him 
against enemies like Goombas and Koopa Troopa shells.
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• What would you add to your social interactions to make them 
even better?

• When I am with my closest friends, I feel most content when:

Your social primary value might be:  

Romantic Primary Value:
• If you had to describe the best part of your relationship, what 

would it be?
• What is the greatest gift your partner could give you, tell you, or 

do for you?
• When you are with your partner, you feel most worthy when:

Your romantic primary value might be:  

My professional primary value is Information. I’m constantly teaching 
and reading every book, blog, and study I can get my hands on. My social 
and romantic primary value is Love. I did not feel very liked or accepted 
growing up and never had a great group of 
friends in school. As an adult, I am incred-
ibly lucky. I fi nally have a wonderfully sup-
portive partner and loving friend group. 
But I still consistently try to give Love and 
take Love with these important people.

You can write your own answers in the 
middle of your now completed  matrix 
along with your personality rankings and 
appreciation language.

Th ere’s a reason your value language 
belongs right at the heart of the matrix. Tapping into your values is one 
of the most powerful things you can know about yourself and the people 
around you. Why? Knowing your primary value is the key to content-
ment.

Want to know why you’re in a funk? Your primary value isn’t being 
met. Want to know why a relationship isn’t working for you? It’s probably 
a value misalignment. Want to understand why you made a poor choice? 
Your primary value was driving you in a diff erent direction.

Many of my students say that decoding their own matrix was just as 

O
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Take a look at the most e-mailed article list on the New York Times 
website for yourself. You’ll see how the same storytelling formula comes 
up over and over again. First, the writers hook you with the slightest hint 
of a story in their title. Th en, they quickly introduce a struggle or chal-
lenge that needs to be solved, and fi nally, they paint a picture with 
 attention-  grabbing words.

Whether you want your pitch to go viral, your e-mail to be read, or 
people to like your status updates, hook people with the power of stories.

R E A L I T Y  B I T E S

You can use your Story Stack and the  three-  step storytelling technique 
in person, in e-mails, and even in your profi les.

Every week, we send out a free Science of People insights e-mail to over 
100,000 subscribers. It’s fi lled with cool people science, human behavior 
hacks, and communication tips. I once sent out a link to one of our articles 
called, “Why Couples Fight.” Instead of just plopping the link in the e-mail, I 
decided to include a short story about my husband and me. It went like this:
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Question How To History Snark New Story
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EM OT I O N A L  OW N ER S H I P

Have you heard of the famous study about copy machines? It goes like 
this: In 1977, psychologist Ellen Langer at Harvard University wanted to 
hack the copy machine line.

Langer had her research assistants try to cut to the front of the copy 
machine line using three diff erent lines:

Request #1: “Excuse me, I have fi ve pages. May I use the copy ma-
chine?” (Request Only)

Request #2: “Excuse me, I have fi ve pages. May I use the copy 
machine because I’m in a rush?” (Request + Logical Reason)

Request #3: “Excuse me, I have fi ve pages. May I use the Xe-
rox machine because I have to make copies?” (Request + Silly 
Reason) 

Request #2 is the only request that makes any sense. Request #1 is 
nonsensical because the line is clearly to use the copy machine. Request 
#3 is also  ridiculous—  everyone in the line has to make copies.

Th e fi rst request worked  okay—  60 percent of people let the researcher 
cut in line. Th e second two requests worked incredibly well. Th e logical 
reason persuaded 94 percent of people to move aside, and the silly reason 
got 93 percent of people to say yes!3

No Reason Logical Reason Silly Reason

60%

94% 93%
% 

Likelihood of 
Completing 

Favor
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R E V E A L

How to build lasting relationships

Frank Warren is a keeper of secrets.
Every week, strangers send him postcards divulging confessions 

they’ve been bottling up. In total, Warren has received over a million se-
crets, and every week he receives one thousand more. Th e fl ow is so con-
stant that the walls of his house are lined with stacks of secrets.

Some of the secrets are funny. Like this one, which I’m sure you can 
relate to:
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Some of them are sweet and make you smile.

Some are incredibly sad and  thought   provoking.

Some are troublesome confessions.
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T H E  S CI EN CE  O F  FE A R

Joseph LeDoux, a New York University psychologist and neuroscientist, 
studies what he calls fear learning: the way our brains learn to detect and 
respond to external threats.2

You might not be surprised to learn that fear is processed in the amyg-
dala (remember, this is also where we process pleasure and produce 
 dopamine). Le Doux  found that the amygdala’s fear responses can travel 
by not one but two pathways: the fast “low road” between the thalamus 
and the amygdala, and the slower “high road,” which begins at the thala-
mus but takes a detour to the neocortex before reaching the amygdala.3

Low Road: Th is is the fast, automatic, primary fear response that 
helps us react quickly to a threat. Th e low road helps us survive.

High Road: Th is is a slower, more logical secondary fear response 
that helps us think through a threat. Th e high road helps us thrive.

Let’s say you’re driving down the street and an accident happens right 
in front of you.

Immediately, your Low Road kicks  in—  within 12 milliseconds. You hit 
the brake, your blood starts pumping, you suck in a breath of air, and 
your eyes go wide so you can take in more of the scene.

About 30 to 40 milliseconds later, your High Road jumps in. It pro-
cesses what you just  saw—  should you call 911? Do you need to help the 
drivers? Should you pull over?
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A P P E N D I X :

M I C R O E X P R E S S I O N  F L A S H  C A R D S

Want to practice your microexpressions? We made you some that you 
can cut out of this book to take with you while watching TV or talking 
with friends. Get them at www.ScienceofPeople.com/ toolbox.

Self-
actualization

Esteem

Love/belonging

Safety

Physiological
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ANGER
• Furrowed brow
• Tense lower eyelids
• Lips tight or drawn back

CONTEMPT
• One side of mouth raises
• Eyes may narrow at target
• Body turns away
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HAPPINESS
• Lips drawn back and up
• Cheeks are raised
• Crows feet near eyes

FEAR
• Brows raised in a flat line
• Upper eyelids raised
• Mouth open, lips drawn back
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SURPRISE
• Brows raised and curved
• Eyelids open, whites showing
• Jaw drops open

DISGUST
• Nose is wrinkled
• Cheeks are raised
• Lower lip is raised

3
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SADNESS
• Brows drawn in and up
• Corners of lips drawn down
• Jaw comes up
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